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win xp OEM. I believe it's a version of vi - it has no icons and looks more like a text editor than an OS like the typical vi's. It is
small, like the default console editor of the versions that Windows comes with. I run it because my Windows 7 machine gets
terrible glitchy with the default Microsoft Vi, and vi is the only thing that works for me. My favorite tools are: vim j grep make
npm install node.js As a programmer, you'll often find yourself using j or grep to look for text, then type command-line
arguments to another program. I use j and grep to search my code and have it execute a function in my config file. j makes it
easy to read and grep makes it really quick. My config file has a section for the console arguments, which is where I pass the
command-line arguments to the program (cmd.exe, in my case). My favorite config file is a very simple one with one section:
The first line has the arguments that I want to run the program with (I remove the rest of the code that is typically between
the'and ), and the second line has code in a section with '{' that is executed when I run the program. j executes the code in the '{'
section, but you can also use j to execute a function instead of having a separate section in the config file. node.js is a scripting
language like j. It's a good tool for non-programmers, because it can easily run simple code. I use node.js to listen to a port and
connect to a server to run the same code multiple times. That allows me to make simple programs or scripts to run on a server
for dynamic elements like sharing and chatting. node.js is good for non-programmers because it's easy to run small programs.
It's also easy to deploy node.js code on the web and have it communicate with the server through a normal HTTP client like
cURL or php's curl. node.js is good for deployment and normal HTTP. Other tools I'll usually run my node.js script with j, and
I'll usually run node.js apps through curl, so I use the j and curl tools a lot. j
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